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The holy man of G-d , the “Chatam Sofer”, elaborated in 
describing the virtue of the holiness of Eretz Yisrael, that “Its 
Holiness is above Heaven," he even said that when Moshe 
Rabbeinu reached the border of Eretz Yisrael, he felt more 
holiness than he felt in the forty days that he was in the 
heavens above, because the holiness of the Land of Israel, 
is greater than the supreme heaven abroad, and this is what 
he said (Torat Moshe-Leviticus): "Now upon reaching the 
border of the Land of Israel ... he felt a wonderful light 
and immense holiness, which he did not feel even in the 
sky, because the land of Israel has immense holiness, 
more than even the heavens above "... 
The “Chatam Sofer” added and wrote: "A person who 
understands and fully grasps the sanctity of the land of 
Israel, ... will give up his soul and all his fortune, only to 
go and see our holy land" ... 
He also comments and interprets why "Moshe Rabbeinu" 
in the Parsha of “Devarim” repeats his admonitions a few 
times, and repeatedly mentions the Land of Israel in his 
words: "Because it is a wonderful virtue, because the 
mention of the holy land will bring holiness into the 
heart of the listener" ... 
Also prayer in Eretz Yisrael is more accepted than a prayer in 
any other place in the world, the gates of heaven are open, 
any prayer and plea is heard and ascends to the Throne of 
glory, as the holy Chid”a wrote in his book “Yosef Ometz”: 
"Because in Eretz Yisrael, every prayer and every 
supplication ... ascends to heaven ... Not so in the land of 
the nations, where there is a separating screen"... 
The holiness of the Land of Israel helps to achieve very 
high and supreme spiritual degrees. The holy Rabbi, Rav 
Avraham of Averitch Ztz’l, formerly the head of the Hasidic 
congregation in Safed, wrote in his book "Bat Ayin": "Eretz 
Yisrael is sacred, and the land helps in the worshiping of 
The Creator, for those who really want to worship Him 
wholeheartedly, the sanctity of the place certainly helps But 
abroad, where the evil forces reside, it is not so easy to him. 
worship  The Creator"...He also wrote (Pashat “Lech Lecha”): 
   

 

Hashem was so angry with the spies for speaking 
negatively about the land of Israel, that He punished them 
with the most severe punishment of all. 
Apart from the death sentence that the spies were 
sentenced with by the Creator, He also punished the 
people of Israel for accepting the words of the spies, and 
all the people of that generation died in the desert and did 
not merit to enter the Land of Israel. 
Not only them, we too, were punished and are punished 
every year for the same bitter sin. Because the sin of the 
spies was on the night of Tisha B'Av (the ninth of Av), 
Hashem decreed that the destruction of our glorious 
Temple will be on Tisha B'Av, and we all lament and sit on 
the ground and shed tears on the night of Tisha B'Av. And 
as the Creator said: "You wept on that night for no 
reason, and I will therefore establish for you a true 
tragedy over which there will be weeping in future 
generations." Needless to say, the spies' sin is not for 
hurting the land and rolling stones in the street, but for 
hurting the sanctity of the Land of Israel and the great 
sanctity encoded in its land and stones. 
To what extent? 
Rabbi Elazar Ezkari, the author of the "Charedim", one of 
the greatest sages of Safed in the golden age, wrote: 
"Every man of Israel must like the Land of Israel and 
come to it from anywhere in the world with great 
passion, like the son to the arms of his mother, for the 
beginning of our iniquity ... that we were sentenced a 
weeping for future generations because we rejected it, 
as it is said: “They rejected the desirable land”... 
In a letter written by Hasidic devotee of Vilna Zya”a to his 
household members, on his way to Eretz Yisrael [until he 
received a directive from heaven to return], he writes about 
the virtue of Eretz Yisrael:"And I am, thank G-d, going to 
the Holy Land, the desire of the entire Jewish nation, 
and the desired land of G-d, blessed be He, that 
everybody looks forward to seeing, all upper and lower 
entities have passion for it" ... 
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Lesson of Parshat “Shelach Lecha” 5780 (Parshat “Behaalotcha” outside of Israel) 

Its land is more holy than heaven! 
 

Candles lighting time:  Shabbat ends:              Latest Kriat Shema (M”A):    Latest Kriat Shema (Gr”a):      Mincha Gedola:   
           

 Los Angeles: 19:43      Los Angeles: 20:50       Los Angeles: 8:31                 Los Angeles: 9:17                      Los Angeles: 13:29   
 New York: 20:05           New York: 21:19            New York: 8:15                      New York: 9:10                           New York: 13:33        
                         London: 20:55              London: 22:33               London: 7:??                         London: 8:51                              London: 13:42 

FYI: This wonderful Torah newsletter is available in Hebrew, English and French. As we get your request at 
Alon.Ahavat.Israel@gmail.com, we will email it to you and to anyone you see fit. Yishar Koach!!! 
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Dear Rabbi, shalom and greetings! 
We have been married for fifteen years and we still 
have not merited to have children. Sadly, we went 
through many treatments, even some very difficult 
treatments, and recently we were told that we had a 
very low chance to bear children. 
My wife and I were very much strengthened in our faith 
and confidence in the Creator of the world, so we were 
able to survive and not break from the doctor’s words. 
At the same time, we decided to be completely 
religious so that, thank G-D, we merit to be meticulous 
in the fulfillment of the mitzvot. 
Friends and relatives, who love us, advise us to try all 
kinds of charms that are beneficial to having children. 
These charms and advice are largely not understood 
and some exhausting. 
Therefore, we decided to only do the charms 
expressed in our holy sources, with prayer that we 
merit to be a father and mother. 
Since it is clear to us that many couples are hoping to 
have children like us, therefore we decided to ask you 
to send us tested charms that are brought in our holy 
sources for the benefit of all of us in hope and prayer 
that we quickly merit to have holy offspring. 
To conclude, we will write to you that this newsletter 
really strengthens and enriches us and many times 
when we were at a breaking point it empowered us to 
move on.  Thank you in advance:  
                                a painful and hopeful couple. Haifa. 
 
Answer: 
A. It is so empowering to read that despite the difficult 
treatments and the doctoral comments, you continue to 
grow in faith and acceptance of divine will. Fortunate are 
you and great is your portion! As much as you make the 
L-ord rejoice with your amazing personas so do you 
provide protection for all the Jewish people!! 
B. I will do as you ask, and below I quote wonderful charms 
from the scholars down the ages, some of whom have 
testified that they are tried and tested. 
Rabbi Yosef Chaim Zya”a wrote in his book "Od Yosef 
Hai" p. 118: "Consistent study of the holy book "Or 
Hachaim" on the Torah written by Rabbi Chaim Ben Atar 
Zya”a. This has the power to grant those who study it or 
teach from it holy offspring for posterity." 
C. Consistently separating a tithe of your income to be 
given to those who study Torah has the power to grant 
offspring for posterity. (Rabbi Chaim Kanivsky in the name 
of the Chazon Ish z”ya.) 
D. Eating kezayit or beitzah (28gm or 56gm) of garlic fried 
in a little oil till it goes brown. (Sefer Chassidim, p 390). 
E. Donating light to a synagogue, or payment of the 
electricity bill of the synagogue / yeshiva. [Rabbi Akiva Eger 
in his letter to his disciple who was childless]. 

 

 
"Even the simplest man can see and feel the magnitude of 
holiness that fills every corner of the Land of Israel, and 
enables him to attain it in perfection" ... 
Rabbi Avraham called his book “Bat Ayin" after Eretz 
Yisrael, that Hashem watches over it, and he did more than 
that and put in his writings in his book the Holiness of Eretz 
Yisrael: "I called the book" Bat Ayin"... because I put in 
its writings the holiness of the land of Israel, that 
Hashem watches over constantly”...  
That is why, for the first time the book was printed, the Holy 
Rabbi Rabbi Yisrael of Ruzin Zya'a warned the publishers 
that they would not dare to print the holy book abroad, 
because it is full of all the sanctity of the Land of Israel, so it 
must be printed in the Land of Israel ... 
The holy Rebbe, Rabbi Elimelech of Lizensk Ztz’l, wrote in 
his book "Noam Elimelech": "Eretz Yisrael is more sacred 
than all countries ... and there a person can easily reach high 
spiritual levels" ... 
The greatest Rabbis of the generations who, for various 
reasons, had to live in other countries, always emphasized 
their love and longing for the Land of Israel and did not rest 
until they put some of the land of Israel under their pillow. 
Some even filled vessels in the dirt of the land, and every day 
they put their hands in the dirt and said, "For Your servants 
desired its stones and favored its dust." 
In these months, the Holy One revealed his immense love for 
the people of Israel and as it is well known to Him that the 
trade and livelihoods are the ones who delay his sons from 
coming back to Israel, so He sent the Corona virus and closed 
all the businesses in the world, so His children will hurry back 
to immigrate to the Land of Israel, which is the safest place in 
the world!!! And as many of our brothers still continued to 
procrastinate abroad, our heavenly Father intensified the 
pressure and caused severe robbery and looting throughout 
America and many of our Diaspora brothers' businesses and 
stores were set on fire or looted, and now they have the ability 
to receive insurance compensation and immigrate to Israel. 
There has never been cooperation and solidarity between the 
nations of the world, the Gentiles, and now the riots have 
spread and reached Europe as well. 
Europe is also burning and avenging the blood of that black 
person in America. It is only the Hand of the L-ord that 
hurries all our brethren in the Diaspora and says to them: 
"Come and hurry, my dear and beloved sons! Hurry and 
ascend to your holy land! Come back home! Soon I will 
reveal Myself and redeem you"! 
Dear brothers and sisters living abroad! 
'Times that are Not easy' are about to appear at your place at 
any moment! When they arrive, you’ll decide to leave 
everything and flee to our country, but you will not succeed!! 
Make a firm decision right now: "I am going to Israel no 
matter what"! A determined decision will bring tremendous 
assistance from heaven and we will all have the privilege of 
welcoming Moshiah in our land, Amen!!  
 

 

 
 
 
 

     This newsletter is dedicated to the holy memory of our father, the Torah 

With Blessing of Hallelujah,  
Shabbat Shalom umevorach,  

All-inclusive salvations and kol tuv, 
Moshe Yazdi 
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this will help and perhaps they will have mercy and he will 
repent and be healed”. 
Q. Most important of all, my dear friends! To continue to 
grow in faith and confidence in our Heavenly Father. Rabbi 
Chaim Vital has already written in "Shmone Shearim" in the 
name of the Ari z”l : "From the day of the creation of the 
world there was no one who trusted our heavenly Father 
with absolute security and did not receive his salvation." 
R. The Gaon of Vilna expounded and wrote: "That even 
the greatest evil doer, that merits to trust the Holy One 
Blessed be He will save him, immediately Hakadosh 
Baruch Hu digs a hole for him to save him and grants him 
all his wishes, and thus the Gaon interpreted the verse in 
Psalms: "Many punishments surround the Evil man and 
the one who has faith in Hashem”, even if he is an Evil 
man, “mercy will surround him” 
S. Be strong and endure! I am sure your salvation is 
imminent, and I hope you invite me to the brit mila. 
T. Shabbat Shalom umevorach, comprehensive 
salvation, a good life and all the best. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

 

F. The Mitzvah of the separating challah on erev Shabbat 
(Friday), merits children who are Torah scholars. She 
should pray for this at the time of challah separation [Sharei 
Torat Habayit]. 
G. One who merits the many in regards to matters dealing 
with the holy Shabbat, whether studying the Laws of 
Shabbat or praising the Sabbath, is guaranteed to merit 
great children! [Mishna Brurah 256:2] 
H. One who is careful to add to the Shabbat, the time it begins 
and ends, and even encourages others to do so, will merit 
offspring for posterity. [Mishpat Tzedek. Chafetz Chaim]. 
I. The candle lighting time on Friday is a great auspicious 
time to pray for children who will become Torah Scholars. 
[Magen Avraham. Or Hachaim 260:11. 
J. Reading many times chapter 20 of Psalms by the 
husband and wife, hastens the salvation of being granted 
offspring for posterity since in this chapter there are nine 
verses against the nine months of gestation and seventy 
words against seventy moans that every birthing mother 
says before giving birth. [R”ama of Fano]. 
K. Couples who are careful with the mitzvah of 'Oneg 
Shabbat' whether with special dishes and delicacies or 
whether with singing and praise at the Sabbath table will 
surely merit having children. [Gemara Tractate Shabbat]. 
L. To thank HaKadosh Baruch Hu every day that they have 
not had children and to stress, "We are sure it is in our best 
interest" and to immediately plead in prayer in joy to have 
children , they will merit and be saved. [Chatam Sofer, 
Sermons, part 2 page 356]. 
M. When a person prays from the depths of his heart for his 
fellow to have children, this prayer affects the one who 
prays first. [Chatam Sofer, Sermons, part 2 page 305]. 
N. When he says the “Pitum Haketoret” (burning of the 
incense) prayer, before he says ’Tanu rabanan” ' ... he 
should beg for holy offspring for posterity and he will merit 
this and have children. This charm is helpful for any trouble 
because a request made at this time is accepted 
immediately. [Chatam Sofer, Sermons]. 
O. A couple who go to Rabbi Shimon Bar Yochai's grave 
in Meron and vow to call the first son born to them Shimon 
will merit immediate salvation. 
P. The book "Mea Shearim" authored by a contemporary of 
the Holy Ari states: "One who is careful to  honor his 
parents and make them very happy, will be saved from all 
trouble and distress and will receive from G-D whatever he 
requests." 
This book of two volumes deals exclusively with the mitzvah 
of honoring one’s father and mother, bringing lofty and 
awesome things about those who merit to excel in this 
precious and wonderful mitzvah which is measured against 
all of the Torah, and condemns those who make suffer their 
father or mother, G-D forbid, "There is no cure for his 
punishment and he has no rectification in this world or in 
the world to come, only if he is wise enough to appease 
them and ask for their forgiveness.” 
If his parents have passed away, he should weep over their 
graves and cry torrentially because he hurt and angered  
G-D and them. We should give much charity and learn 
many Mishnayot for the elevation of their soul and perhaps  
 

Scholar Kvod Harav Yashar ben Tzion Ben Shifra, of blessed memory.     

Tikun for the deceased!!! 
Thank G-d, every Friday (about two hours before Shabbat), we 
have the merit to learn the teachings of the Holy "Or 
HaChaim" (Rabbi Chaim Ben Attar Ztz'l) on the weekly 
Parshah. This special Shiur rotates each week, and takes place 
at the home of one of the participants, who hosts all of us in his 
home. 
A unique light illuminates and characterizes, the exclusivity and 
the virtue, of this Shiur, as after the Shiur all of the participants, 
about fifty, perform the "Tikun (correction, improvement)-for the 
deceased", presented in "Kuntrass HaYechieli".  Any person 
may order this wonderful Tikun for his parents or other relatives of 
blessed memory, and the merit of the study of the Tikun helps 
save the soul from the judgment of Gehennom (Purgatory).  Even 
the souls that merited, and are in Heaven, benefit thanks to the 
Tikun, to rise from one level of Heaven to another. As conclusive 
evidence that they are doing better due to the Tikun, the deceased 
will appear in a dream, looking well and dressed in 
opulence.  Sometimes, they specifically thank those who made 
the effort for them, and dedicated their money to elevate their soul. 
Below is a synopsis of some of the letters received in our 
office: 
Dear Rabbi Moshe Yazdi Shlit"a, After we asked to have the 
Tikun done for our grandfather, Rachamim ben Rachel z"l, he 
showed up in his daughter's and granddaughter's dream, 
wearing a beautiful white shirt, and looking very good. I have no 
words to thank you.       Orit: 050-8733-474. 
Dear Rabbi Moshe Yazdi Shlit"a, After having bad dreams 
about my late grandfather z"l, we, the entire family, asked you 
to perform the famous Tikun for him. I am happy to inform you 
that about a week later, he appeared in the dream of my mother 
Techi'.  He was very happy and was laughing.  We thank you 
very much for that.        Ruth: 050-413-4799. 
Anyone who wishes to please and gratify their relatives by 
ordering this wonderful Tikun, Please call 323-449-8184, or 

email: Ifat08@gmail.com            
G-d bless you and Kol Tuv! 
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On the coming Shabbats, we will read about the sin of Miriam the Prophetess A"h, who failed when speaking improperly 
about Moshe Rabeinu (Parshat BeHaalotcha), the sin of the spies who defamed the land of Israel (Parashat Shelech Lecha), 
and about the sin of Korach and his congregation, who started a controversy against Moshe Rabeinu A"h.   
Mor our father Zlh"h used to sit at the Shabbat table and preach to us, gracefully and with delight: "Our sacred Torah devoted three 
Parshas, one after the other, that firmly condemn the people who speak Lashon Hara (slander, gossip). In no other offense, have we 
seen the Torah repeatedly prohibit the same offense, and this, in order to teach us how indecent and grave this offense is.” 
Being a grocer on Shivtei Yisrael Street in Jerusalem, he noticed that almost every day, rolls, chocolate milk beverages, and even 
loaves of bread, would disappear from the crates that the vendors would leave outside his store.  Mor our father Zlh"h, who made 
sure to pray every morning in a Minyan as well as learn a little Torah after the prayer, would come to his shop a bit late, so there were 
some people who allowed themselves 'to take without permission' a bun or  a chocolate drink. Mor our father Zlh"h, who saw this 
every morning, would look up to heaven and say: "I forgive them! Please, HaShem, no man shall be punished because of me!" 
One day, one of his customers came and told Mor our father Zlh"h: "This morning, I saw with my own eyes, so and so fill a bag with rolls 
and chocolate drinks and go home." That person was sure that Mor our father Zlh"h would reprimand the thief and would ask him to 
pay. The next day he was taken aback when he asked Mor our father Zlh"h: "Well, did you talk with him? Did he pay you?" "I haven't 
spoken with him and will not speak to him," answered Mor our father Zlh"h, adding: "Your words yesterday are complete slander and as 
soon as you said what you said, I declared that I do not accept your words, so that I will not fail by accepting slander. Therefore, when I 
saw him, I didn't say anything to him, because I don't believe he stole anything, and it is as if I didn't hear anything from you." 
That person was amazed by Mor our father's reply, he said to Mor our father Zlh"h, "But he stole from you! He caused you lose 
money!" "No one can cause loss to another," answered Mor our father Zlh"h, "Our livelihood and income was already determined 
by Our Heavenly Father on Rosh HaShanah, and no one can add or subtract from it.  Anyone who lives with such faith, his life is 
always peaceful and proper." This behavior and words made a great impression on the person, and later he came to the classes 
of Rabbi Reuven Elbaz Shlit"a and became religious. 
Later on, when he met Mor our father Zlh"h, he said: "My coming back (repentance) process started from the day you talked to 
me about slander. Your words entered my heart and left a great impression on me."       Tnsb”h. His merit should protect us.  
  

 
 

On the wagon covered with a heavy tarp against the rain, crowded together passengers on bone breaking benches. This was not a 
pleasure ride on an elegant carriage, these were hard working people, trying to make a living, their lot was long arduous trips. Among 
them were horse traders, butchers buying cattle and sheep for slaughter, brokers, merchants, poor tradesmen and the like. Onto this 
wagon climbed an old Jew, short in stature, wearing a long black coat, and a simple wide brimmed hat, same as all the Jews wore, his 
eyes were bright, and his smile was wide. The passengers felt he was not a simple man, and they tried to make more room for him, but 
he refused. "I'll sit like everyone here" he smiled "how am I different than you?" 
On the way the passengers started to chat. The horse trader described his noble and fast horses "I can probably get a good price for them" he 
said. "Very good" cheered the old man. "This was a blessed year" said cheerfully the cattle merchant. "Everyone prayed sincerely for rain, 
and the prayers were answered, it rained on time, not too much not too little, plenty of grain and grass grew, the cattle had plenty to eat and 
they are fat and healthy, the price is not too high, we'll make a good profit this year".  "G-d willing, G-d willing" smiled the old man. 
"Don't ask" called out a sweaty peddler, "our community leader was caught embezzling money from the congregation's treasury, 
and all the elders collaborated with him"...  "Stop, stop, enough"!! begged the old man, "talk about horses, cattle, about Hashem's 
benevolence, of the livelihood he provides for you from his full, wide open, Holy Hand, talk about your business, just don't talk about 
people.  Why dear Jews should you falter in the terrible crime of La'shon Ha'ra (evil gossip) and slander?!?  What will you 
gain, except anguish and grief?? Have pity on you souls!!"  Grunts of dissatisfaction were heard in the crowded wagon.  "Why is 
he interfering?" growled the horse trader. "Hush... Why are you rebuking us?" burst out the peddler. "Who do you think you are, preaching 
to others?" stared the grain merchant. 
The old man, in his calm way, opened his mouth with wisdom and said: "I am not rebuking you, you are my dear beloved 
brothers, I only want what's good for you. There is good advice written in the book of Psalms, for every Jew who wants a good long 
life: "Who is the man who desires life, and loves many days, that he may see good; Keep your tongue from evil, and your lips 
from speaking guile" (Psalms 34:12-13) This is how King David Z"L called out to every Jew, and asked him to have pity on himself 
and his life, "Keep your tongue, and you will merit all things good!"  "I am an old man, my dear brothers, and I want to lovingly remind 
you of the good advice of King David." The angry faces that were directed towards the old man softened; it was obvious that his words 
touched their hearts.   
"Listen to me" said one of the passengers, "did you hear about the book Chafetz Chaim (Desire Life)? I heard its author tries very hard to 
disguise himself and mingle among Jews and rebuke them as if he was one of them... I suspect, this mysterious passenger is none other than..." 
The good-hearted smile on the face of the old man was wiped away when he heard these words, his face saddened. As soon as the 
wagon stopped, he got off and disappeared. This is how the Chafetz Chaim Z"L loved to mingle among his fellow Jews, to listen to 
them and gently rebuke them, without showing his greatness. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                                                                                                                                                               
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

To merit and spread Torah, look for us and follow us (Harav Moshe Yazdi) on  and on   

The following is an example of the holy customs and 
ways of our father, who served G-d with all his being, 
Kvod Harav (KH), Yashar Ben Tzion Ztz”l ben Shifra A”h. 


